I-2: Master Bedroom Breakdown:
Option 1:
1. Again, let’s punch your room up with the same accent colors as the
living room (w/ a few slight hue variations in accessories, etc).
Utilizing the same tones throughout your home will create a nice,
even flow, thus providing a more comfortable and relaxing space.
2. Preliminary floor plan idea- we can tweak as final selections are
being made.
3. Selecting night tables that are large and refined will help us achieve
a sophisticated look. All of the finishes in the room will match this
dark, espresso tone to create a unified design. I selected a delicate
glass lamp to adorn the space with proper lighting and add drama.
4. I selected a contemporary, clean lined bed for this space. The style
will lend itself nicely with the classy and mature concept I am
designing around. Please note: The fabric parts of the bed can be
upholstered in a multitude of different colors and textures.
5. Beautiful and elegant artwork with lighter hues of aqua’s etc. will
enhance and complete the space.
6. A very sleek and comfortable lounge chair will be placed near the
window for reading and relaxing near the fantastic seascape.
7. As you mentioned before, your TV will be hanging and a furniture
piece will be needed. This polished furniture piece will give you
extra storage for equipment and other necessities.
8. I propose adding a large, soft rug in the bedroom for extra comfort
and pattern. Adding a bedroom rug will make a difference to your
room by providing warmth, interest and color.

Option 2:
9. Again, let’s punch your room up with the same accent colors as the
living room (w/ a few slight hue variations in accessories, etc).

Utilizing the same tones throughout your home will create a nice,
even flow, thus providing a more comfortable and relaxing space.
10. New floor plan including two chairs… please note one will have an
ottoman.
11. Selecting night tables that are large and refined will help us achieve
a sophisticated look. All of the finishes in the room will match this
dark, espresso tone to create a unified design. I selected a delicate
glass lamp to adorn the space with proper lighting and add drama.
12. I selected a contemporary, clean lined bed for this space. The style
will lend itself nicely with the classy and mature concept I am
designing around. Please note: The fabric parts of the bed can be
upholstered in a multitude of different colors and textures. Please
see additional notes regarding bed.
13. Beautiful and elegant artwork with lighter hues of aqua’s etc. will
enhance and complete the space.
14. This round night stand is 3-tiered and will look great paired with the
larger rectangular nightstand flanking the other side of the bed.
15. A very sleek and comfortable lounge chair will be placed near the
window for reading and relaxing near the fantastic seascape. This
one does come with an ottoman.
16. This new chair also comes with an ottoman and looks a bit softer. I
know you mentioned maybe wanting two different chairs in Master,
but I recommend trying to stay with matching chairs and adding an
ottoman to only one.
17. I propose adding a large, soft rug in the bedroom for extra comfort
and pattern. Adding a bedroom rug will make a difference to your
room by providing warmth, interest and color.
18. As you mentioned before, your TV will be hanging and a furniture
piece will be needed. This polished furniture piece will give you
extra storage for equipment and other necessities.

